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ABSTRACT

Previous attempts at garbage collection in uncooperative environments have generally used conservative or mostly-conservative approaches. We describe a technique for doing fully type-accurate garbage collection in an uncooperative environment, using a “shadow stack” to link structs of pointer-containing variables, together with the data or code needed to trace them. We have implemented this in the Mercury compiler, which generates C code, and present preliminary performance data on the overheads of this technique. We also show how this technique can be extended to handle multithreaded applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

New programming language implementations usually need to support a variety of different hardware architectures, because programmers demand portability. And because programmers also demand efficiency, new programming language implementations often need to eventually generate native code, whether at compile time, as in a traditional compiler, or run time, for a JIT compiler.

However, implementing compiler back-ends or JITs that generate efficient native code for a variety of different hardware architectures is a difficult and time-consuming task. Furthermore, a considerable amount of ongoing maintenance is required to generate efficient code for each new chip with different performance characteristics or a new architecture.

Because of this, few programming language implementors try to implement their own native-code generators. Instead, many programming language implementors reuse one of the existing back-end frameworks, in one of several ways: by generating another more-or-less high-level language, such as Java or C; by generating an intermediate language such as C– [16], Java byte-code, or MSIL (the intermediate language of the .NET Common Language Runtime); or by interfacing directly with a reusable back-end, such as GCC (the GNU Compiler Collection back-end) or ML-RISC.

One widely-used solution to the problem of garbage collection in uncooperative environments is the approach of using conservative [4] or mostly-conservative [1, 22] collection. This approach can often deliver good performance. However, conservative collection has some drawbacks; the most significant of these is that the probabilistic nature of conservative collection makes it unsuitable for very high-reliability applications, but it also requires a small degree of cooperation from the back-end, because certain compiler optimizations are not safe in the presence of conservative collection.

Another solution which has been used when compiling to C [20] is to entirely avoid storing data on the C stack. This can be done by implementing a virtual machine, with its own stack and registers (which can be implemented as e.g. C global variables). The source language is then compiled to code which manipulates the virtual machine state; procedure calls and parameter passing are handled by explicitly manipulating the virtual machine stack and registers, rather than using C function calls.

With this approach, the collector only needs to trace the virtual machine stack, not the C stack. Since the source language compiler has full control over the virtual machine stack, tracing that stack is relatively straightforward, and so traditional techniques for accurate garbage collection can be used. This approach also has the advantage that it can overcome some of the other drawbacks of C, e.g. the lack of support for proper tail recursion optimization [5]. However, this approach discards many of the advantages of compiling to a high-level language [13]. The source language compiler must do its own stack slot and register allocation, and the generated C code is very low-level. To make the code efficient, non-portable features must be used [14], and the resulting system is complex and fragile. Furthermore, the use of a different calling convention makes interoperability more difficult.

We propose an alternative approach that allows fully type-
accurate and liveness-accurate garbage collection, thus allowing the use of a normal copying collector, without requiring any support from the back-end target language, and while still generating code that uses the normal C function calling mechanism. We describe this approach in the context of compiling to C, although it would also work equally well when interfacing directly to a compiler back-end framework, such as the GCC back-end.

Our technique is formulated as a transformation on the generated C code, which modifies the C code in such a way as to insert calls to perform garbage collection when necessary, and to provide the garbage collector with sufficient information to trace and if necessary update any pointers on the C stack. (The transformation is not entirely independent of the front-end language, however; it requires information from the source language front-end compiler about how to trace each local variable.)

We have implemented this technique in the Mercury compiler, and we have run a number of benchmarks of this implementation to investigate the overheads and performance of our technique.

Section 2 describes our technique, showing how the code is transformed and explaining how this avoids the difficulties with compiler optimizations that can cause problems for conservative collection. Section 3 describes how the technique can be extended to support multithreaded applications. Section 4 evaluates the performance of our technique. Section 5 discusses related work.

2. THE GC TRANSFORMATION

The basic idea is to put all local variables that might contain pointers in structs, with one struct for each stack frame, and chain these structs together as a linked list. We keep a global variable that points to the start of this chain. At GC time, we traverse the chain of structs. This allows us to accurately scan the C stack.

For each function, we generate a struct for that function. Each such struct starts with a sub-struct containing a couple of fixed fields, which allow the GC to traverse the chain:

```c
struct function_name_frame {
    struct StackChain fixed_fields;
    ...
};
```

The fixed fields are as follows:

```c
struct StackChain {
    struct StackChain *prev;
    void (*trace)(void *locals);
};
```

The 'prev' field holds a link to the entry for this function’s caller. The ‘trace’ field is the address of a function to trace everything pointed to by this stack frame.

To ensure that the garbage collector does not try to traverse uninitialized fields, we insert code to zero-initialize any uninitialized fields of each struct before inserting it into the chain.

We need to keep a link to the topmost frame on the stack. There are two possible ways that this could be handled. One way is to pass it down as a parameter. Each function would get an extra parameter ‘stack_chain’ which points to the caller’s struct. An alternative approach is to just have a global variable ‘stack_chain’ that points to the top of the stack.

```c
extern void *stack_chain;
```

We insert extra code to set this pointer when entering and returning from functions. To make this approach threadsafe, the variable would actually need to be thread-local rather than global. This approach would probably work best if the variable is a GNU C global register variable, which would make it both efficient and thread-safe. If GNU C extensions are not available, the function parameter approach is probably best.

In our implementation in the Mercury compiler, we are currently just using a global variable, for simplicity.

2.1 Example

If we have a function

```c
RetType foo(Arg1Type arg1, Arg2Type arg2, ... )
{
    Local1Type local1;
    Local2Type local2;
    ...
    local1 = new_object( ... );
    ...
    bar(arg1, arg2, local1, &local2);
    ...
}
```

where `new_object()` is the allocation primitive that allocates garbage collected objects, and where say `Arg1Type` and `Local1Type` might contain pointers, but `Arg2Type` and `Local2Type` don’t, then we would transform it as follows:

```c
struct foo_frame
{
    StackChain fixed_fields;
    Arg1Type arg1;
    Local1Type local1;
    ...
};

static void foo_trace(void *frame) {
    struct foo_frame *locals = frame;
    /* code to trace locals->arg1
    and locals->local1 */
    trace_Arg1Type(&locals->arg1);
    trace_Local1Type(&locals->local1);
}

RetType foo(Arg1Type arg1, Arg2Type arg2, ... )
{
    struct foo_frame locals;
    Local2Type local2;
    ...
    locals.fixed_fields.prev = stack_chain;
    locals.fixed_fields.trace = foo_trace;
    locals.arg1 = arg1;
    locals.local1 = NULL;
    stack_chain = &locals;
```
local1 = new_object( ... );
bar(locals.arg1, arg2,
   locals.local1, &local2);

stack_chain = ((struct StackChain *)
   stack_chain)->prev;
}

Here we are following Goldberg’s approach to tag-free garbage collection for strongly typed languages [11];
trace_Arg1Type() and trace_Local1Type() are type-specific garbage collection routines that are generated by
the front-end compiler. However, unlike Goldberg, we are
primarily interested in adapting this approach to an unco-
operative environment; our technique would apply equally
well if using a tagged representation (in that case, only a
single trace_object() function would be needed, instead of
one for each type) or if using a table-driven approach [7]
rather than a function per frame (in that case, the ‘trace’
field of the ‘StackChain’ struct would be a data table rather
than a function pointer).

Finally, the code in the runtime system to traverse the
stack frames is as follows:

void
traverse_stack(struct StackChain *stack_chain)
{
    while (stack_chain != NULL) {
        (*stack_chain->trace)(stack_chain);
        stack_chain = stack_chain->prev;
    }
}

The details of new_object() will depend on the particular
garbage collection algorithm chosen. In our implementation,
new_object() first checks for heap exhaustion, and then
allocates memory by incrementing a global heap pointer:

typedef char byte;
extern byte *heap_pointer;

#define new_object(type,size) \  
( GC_check(size), \ 
  heap_pointer += (size), \ 
  (type *) (heap_pointer - (size)))

Here GC_check() compares the global heap pointer to an-
other global variable which points to the end of the heap,
and calls garbage_collect() if the heap is near exhaustion.

extern byte *heap_gc_threshold;

#define GC_check(size) \  
  (heap_pointer += (size) \ 
    >= heap_gc_threshold ? garbage_collect() : (void)0)

As is well known, it is possible to reduce the overhead of
checking for heap exhaustion by combining multiple checks
into a single check. However, our current implementation
does not perform that optimization.
The garbage_collect() routine in our current implementa-
tion implements a very simple copying collector [21].
2.3 Improvements

The scheme described above is naive in certain respects. There are several ways in which this scheme can be optimized. Rather than putting all variables that might contain pointers in the shadow-stack structs, it is sufficient to do this only for such variables which are going to be live across a point where garbage collection could occur, i.e. live across an allocation or function call.

Another optimization is to not bother allocating a struct for leaf functions that do not contain any functions calls or memory allocations.

Another possible optimization would be to use local variables to cache the fields of the shadow-stack struct, if they are referenced multiple times in a sequence of code where no garbage collection could occur, so that the C compiler could then allocate the local variables in registers.

The only one of these optimizations implemented in our current implementation is not allocating structs for functions that do not have any pointer-containing variables.

2.4 Nested scopes and liveness-accuracy

An issue that we have not yet discussed is how to handle variables declared in nested scopes within a function.

One way to handle them is to ignore the nesting and just put all pointer-containing variables in the struct, regardless of their scope. This requires first ensuring that no function contains two declarations of the same variable name with different types in different scopes (e.g. by renaming apart if needed).

This approach is the one that we have used in our current implementation. But it has two drawbacks: first, by extending the lifetime of such variables to the whole function, we may increase stack usage; and second, since the collector will scan them, this may in turn also lead to unneeded heap retention.

The second drawback could be solved by inserting code to zero out these variables when their scope is exited, or when they are otherwise statically known to be dead. This would ensure that the collector is “liveness-accurate” with respect to the liveness of the local variables in the C code before applying our transformation. Note that if such variables were represented just as local variables in the final C code, as would be the case when using a conservative collector, it might not help to add code to assign zero to them at the end of their lifetime, since the C compiler could just “optimize” away the assignments. But with our approach, where such variables are represented as fields of the ‘locals’ struct, whose address has been taken and stored in a global variable, we’re safe from such unwanted optimizations.

Another way to handle nested scopes would be to use unions to ensure that the storage for pointer-containing variables declared in non-overlapping scopes is shared. However, in order for the collector to be able to trace these unions, we would need to store a discriminant for the union, which recorded which scope (if any) was active, so that the trace() function would know which union element to trace. Code would need to be inserted to initialize these discriminants on function entry, and to set the corresponding discriminant on entry/exit from each nested scope.

A third way to handle nested scopes would be to treat each nested scope as a separate stack frame, with the pointer-containing variables allocated in a separate struct for each nested scope. This would require adding code at the entry point(s) of each nested scope to link the corresponding struct into the stack chain list, and adding code at the exit point(s) to remove it from the chain.

For both the second and third alternatives, the collector would be to some degree liveness-accurate, in the sense that variables would definitely not be scanned after their scope has exited. However, if proper static liveness-accuracy is desired, then for any pointer-containing variables which are statically known to die before their scope has exited, additional code would need to be inserted to zero out such variables at the point of their death. (If the last use of such a variable is as a function call argument, this implies copying the variable from the stack frame struct to a local temporary, zeroing out the stack frame struct field, and then using the local temporary in the call; zeroing out the stack frame struct field after the call would be too late.)

3. MULTITHREADING

This system can also be extended to support multi-threading (using a “stop the world” approach to collection) in a fairly straightforward manner, with little additional overhead.

The “stop the world” approach means that when garbage collection occurs, every mutator thread must advance to a safe point, and stop executing the program; when all mutator threads are stopped at a safe point, garbage collection can begin. The collector itself can be either sequential or parallel (single- or multi-threaded). The important thing about this approach is that the collector never runs in parallel with the mutator.

In our case, the “safe points” are the calls to garbage_collect().

To avoid the need for synchronization at allocations, there should be a separate area of free heap space for each thread. The ‘stack_chain’, ‘heap_pointer’, and ‘heap_gc_threshold’ variables all need to be made thread-local. When one thread runs out of free heap space, it can schedule a garbage collection by setting the ‘heap_gc_threshold’ variables for every other thread to point a sentinel value (such as the start of the heap) which will cause those threads to enter the garbage_collection() function when they next invoke GC_check(). The garbage_collection() function can handle the necessary synchronization with other threads.

To ensure that each thread will invoke GC_check() within a bounded amount of time, the compiler will need to insert an additional call to GC_check() in the body of any long-running loops that does not do any heap allocation. Operating systems calls that can block will also need special handling (space limits prevent us from elaborating on that point here).

As mentioned earlier, ‘stack_chain’ and ‘heap_pointer’ can be GCC global register variables; this remains the case even with multithreading. However, ‘heap_gc_threshold’ cannot be put in a register; it needs to be addressable so that it can be assigned to by other threads. In addition, because it can be modified by other threads, it needs to be declared ‘volatile’.

To summarize, the changes required to support multi-threading are these: the extra synchronization code inside garbage_collection(), the ‘volatile’ qualifier on the ‘heap_gc_threshold’ variables, the extra calls to GC_check() for loops that don’t do any heap allocation, and special han-
We compared three variants (“grades”) of the Mercury compiler. The ‘hic’ grade allocates memory by just incrementing a heap pointer, as described in this paper, but the code does not test for heap overflow, and instead of performing garbage collection, memory is reclaimed by just resetting the heap pointer after each iteration of the benchmark. This is not a realistic memory management strategy for most real applications, but it represents a useful baseline. The ‘hic.agc’ grade uses the Boehm (et al) conservative collector [4]. The ‘hic.gc’ uses the accurate garbage collection technique described in this paper. The collector is a simple two-space copying collector. The heap size was 128k per space (i.e. 256k in total).

The results are shown in Figure 1.

On most of these benchmarks, the conservative collector is a little faster than the accurate collector. On some, the accurate collector is slightly faster. When averaged over all the benchmarks, the conservative collector is 6% faster. Both the conservative collector and the accurate collector are much slower than the version which just resets the heap pointer after each benchmark iteration.

Profiling indicates that for the ‘hic.agc’ grade, very little time (less than 1%) is spent in the garbage collection() function. The slow-down compared to the ‘hic’ grade probably results from decreased locality and from the overhead of storing local pointer variables on the stack rather than in registers.

Given that the Boehm collector has had years of tweaking and tuning, whereas our implementation is not yet well optimized (e.g. it does not yet use GCC global register variables), we consider this to be a reasonable result. We conjecture that with additional work on optimization, this approach can achieve performance as good as the Boehm collector on most benchmarks. But the increased portability and reliability of our approach make it desirable for some uses regardless of whether there is a performance advantage one way or the other.

In our current implementation, we have not yet obtained the main benefit for logic programming languages of a copying collector, namely that copying collectors can allow cheap heap reclamation on backtracking, by just saving and restoring the heap pointer. Doing this requires some additional care in the garbage collector, to update the saved heap pointers after garbage collection, which we have not yet imple-
5. RELATED WORK

The accepted wisdom of the community is that conservative collection is the only approach that works in uncooperative environments. For example, the highly experienced and respected language implementor Robert Dewar wrote “you can’t do any kind of type accurate GC without information from the compiler back end” (noting that tagged architectures such as the CDC 6600 were an exception) [6]. Similarly, in the Garbage Collection FAQ [10], David Chase states that when compiling to C or C++, relocation of objects is “not generally possible” even if active pointers are registered, “because compiler-generated temporaries may also reference objects”. However, this is certainly not a problem for our technique, as explained in Section 2.2, so this section of the FAQ is at best misleading.

A big part of the contribution of this paper is to dispute that accepted wisdom, by demonstrating that it is possible to implement fully type-accurate garbage collection within such an environment.

A lot of earlier work in the literature addresses issues which are quite close to the issues that we address, but using different techniques, or uses very similar techniques, but for a different purpose.

Boehm [4], Bartlett [1], and Yip [22] address the issue of uncooperative environments, but use conservative or mostly-conservative collection, rather than accurate collection. Boehm and Chase [2, 3] address the issue of safety of conservative garbage collection in the presence of compiler optimizations.

Shadow stacks have been used for debugging in the Berkeley Sather [19] implementation, and in gdb [12]. But these systems do not use shadow stacks for garbage collection; Berkeley Sather uses the Boehm (et al) conservative collector.

Shadow stacks have been used for hand-coded garbage collection in several systems that we are aware of, in particular Emacs, GCC, and RT++ [8, 9, 17]. In these systems, unlike ours, the code to register local variables is inserted manually, and the shadow stack is a list or array of individual variables rather than a list of frames. These systems are perhaps closest to ours, but we are interested in automating this technique as part of a programming language implementation, rather than using it to implement a garbage collection library for a language with manual memory management.

As far as we know there has been no published work comparing the performance of these hand-coded shadow stack approaches with conservative collection. And as far as we are aware, none of the published work on these addresses multithreading.

Tarditi et al [20] describe an ML to C compiler that supports accurate garbage collection. However, this compiler works by emulating a virtual machine, rather than using the normal C calling convention; this has the drawbacks mentioned in the introduction.

The Glasgow Haskell compiler [15] has accurate garbage collection and can compile via GNU C; but it relies on highly non-portable techniques that involve mangling the generated assembler file after the GNU C back-end has finished with it. The success of such techniques relies on continued cooperation from the back-end compiler.

C-- [16], a portable assembly language that supports garbage collection, is another approach that relies on cooperation from the back-end compiler.

Wilson’s GC survey [21] discusses a variety of different garbage collection techniques, such as mark-sweep collection and copying collection, but does not address the issue of how to locate roots on the stack.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a scheme for performing accurate garbage collection in an uncooperative environment, by a simple transformation on the code passed to the uncooperative compiler back-end framework. We have implemented this scheme in the Mercury compiler, and measured its performance, which is similar to that of the Boehm (at al) conservative collector [4] on most of our benchmarks, even though there are several important optimizations that we have not yet implemented.

We have also described how this scheme can be extended to handle multithreaded applications.
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